
Attractive salary package, an excellent working 
environment and opportunities to extend learning and 
experience.

Director HR 
5/B-2 Phase-5 Hayatabad Peshawar Pakistan 

Tel: +92-91-5838000 (Ext.1171)  
Jobs Query +92-91-5838171 

Please mention the job/opportunity title in subject line, so that we can see and �lter at a glance which 
job/opportunity you have applied for. NOTE: 

CAREER OPPORTUNITIES IN 
BIOMEDICAL ENGINEERING

Rehman Medical Institute (RMI) 
commenced operations in 2002 and 
has come a long way in few years of 
its operations. The Institute has grown 
tremendously in the facilities it offers 
and can now boast to be the best-
equipped and state-of-the-art hospital 
in the region.

SR. BIOMEDICAL ENGINEER & BIOMEDICAL ENGINEER

Education: B.S./B.E. (Biomedical /Electronics Engineering) Must be accredited by Pakistan Engineering Council (PEC)
Role: Responsible to perform BDM /PM work orders to maintained entire medical equipment as per manufacturer's recommendation to 
maintain KPI's, update inventory of medical equipment, technical appraisal of equipment, technical inspection, user training, operator audit, 
update work instructions of equipment, relevant documentations on computerized maintenance management system, or any other task 
given by TL or Manager.
Experience: Minimum 2-5 Years hands on experience on hospital equipment specially radiology, critical care equipment & CSSD. Preferably 
JCI-accredited hospitals with excellent understanding of international standards with previous experienced on CMMS, candidate should be 
solution oriented with excellent attitude and able to understand any complex process from start to finish.

BME OFFICER

Education: BBA/B.S./B.E. (Biomedical /Electronics Engineering)
Role: To maintain complete record of Biomedical operations,update inventory of medical equipment, prepration of monthly 
report & monitoring of KPI's , coordination with teams and different department for ongoing works/projects, follow up for in 
process work orders, relevant documentations or any other task given by manager.
Experience: Minimum 2 Years relevant work experience. MS office, Preferably work experience of JCI-accredited hospitals 
with excellent understanding of international standards with previous experienced on computerized maintenance management 
system(CMMS), report writing with good communication skills also required.

Apply via mail or email at jobs@rmi.edu.pk latest by 
Saturday 29th August 2020. Only short listed candidates 
will be called for interview. Attractive salary package, an excellent working 

environment and opportunities to extend learning and 
experience.
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Please mention the job/opportunity title in subject line, so that we can see and filter at a glance which 
job/opportunity you have applied for. NOTE: 

CAREER OPPORTUNITIES IN 
BIOMEDICAL ENGINEERING

Rehman Medical Institute (RMI) 
commenced operations in 2002 and 
has come a long way in few years of 
its operations. The Institute has grown 
tremendously in the facilities it offers 
and can now boast to be the best-
equipped and state-of-the-art hospital 
in the region.

SR. BIOMEDICAL ENGINEER 

Education: B.S./B.E. (Biomedical /Electronics 
Engineering) Must be accredited by Pakistan 
Engineering Council (PEC)
Role: Responsible to perform BDM /PM 
work orders to maintained entire medical 
equipment as  per manufacturer's  
recommendation to maintain KPI's, update 
inventory of medical equipment, technical 
appraisal of equipment, technical inspection, 
user training, operator audit, update work 
instructions of equipment, relevant 
documentations  on computerized 
maintenance management system, or any 
other task given by TL or Manager.
Experience: Minimum 3-5 Years hands on 
experience on hospital equipment specially 
radiology, critical care equipment & CSSD. 
Preferably JCI-accredited hospitals with 
excellent understanding of international 
standards with previous experienced on 
CMMS, candidate should be solution 
oriented with excellent attitude and able to 
understand any complex process from start 
to finish.

BIOMEDICAL ENGINEER

Education: B.S./B.E. (Biomedical /Electronics 
Engineering) Must be accredited by Pakistan 
Engineering Council (PEC)
Role: Responsible to perform BDM /PM 
work orders to maintained entire medical 
equipment as  per manufacturer's  
recommendation to maintain KPI's, update 
inventory of medical equipment, technical 
appraisal of equipment, technical inspection, 
user training, operator audit, update work 
instructions of equipment, relevant 
documentations  on computerized 
maintenance management system, or any 
other task given by TL or Manager.
Experience: Minimum 2 Years hands on 
experience on hospital equipment specially 
radiology, critical care equipment & CSSD. 
Preferably JCI-accredited hospitals with 
excellent understanding of international 
standards with previous experienced on 
CMMS, candidate should be solution 
oriented with excellent attitude and able to 
understand any complex process from start 
to finish.

BME OFFICER

Education: BBA/B.S./B.E. (Biomedical 
/Electronics Engineering)
Role: To maintain complete record of 
Biomedical operations,update inventory 
of medical equipment, prepration of 
monthly report & monitoring of KPI's , 
coordination with teams and different 
department for ongoing works/projects, 
follow up for in process work orders, 
relevant documentations or any other 
task given by manager.
Experience: Minimum 2 Years relevant 
work experience. MS office, Preferably 
work experience of JCI-accredited 
hospitals with excellent understanding of 
international standards with previous 
experienced on computerized 
maintenance management 
system(CMMS), report writing with good 
communication skills also required.

Apply via mail or email at jobs@rmi.edu.pk latest by 
Saturday 29th August 2020. Only short listed candidates 
will be called for interview. 
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